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This extraordinary property epitomizes luxury living while maintaining an intimate and calming ambience. Masterfully

created to showcase views over the stunning Noosa Hinterland and the Pacific Ocean beyond. This home embraces the

natural environment while ensuring only the highest standards. A grand entrance provides the perfect welcome to guests,

setting the tone for a property that will impress from the moment you arrive. The expansive 1,916sqm layout flows

seamlessly from interior living spaces to exterior relaxation zones, inviting you to enjoy the sub-tropical climate any time

of the day. A Domus lift swiftly delivers the home owner from drive through covered parking to the main level beside the

kitchen door. Six-meter-high cathedral ceilings soar above the main living spaces, seamlessly connecting indoors to

outdoors via triple cavity sliding doors. A dual-sided fireplace ensures comfort whether you're relaxing inside or enjoying

the twelve-meter-long heated pool with its captivating wet edge, reminiscent of a cascading waterfall.The central kitchen

is a chef's dream, boasting top-of-the-line appliances including Subzero refrigerators, Wolf ovens and cooktops, and Miele

dishwashers. With its spacious leathered granite island bench and walk-in cool room, it effortlessly transitions from casual

family meals to hosting caterers and wait staff for larger gatherings. A discreet butler's pantry adds to the opulence while

maintaining functionality.Descending to the lower level, filtered light from the pool's portholes creates a dramatic

ambience in the subterranean media room, adorned with reclaimed Russian Elm panelling and featuring a

humidity-controlled wine cellar capable of holding 2,000 bottles.Each of the five bedrooms boasts its own unique

character, united by grandeur and comfort. All bedrooms have luxuriously appointed ensuites. The upstairs bedrooms

have parquetry flooring, the fifth bedroom or gym is fitted with a steam room. The lower guest suites boast private

kitchenettes and walk in wardrobes. The main bedroom has automated Italian linen curtains and a walk-in wardrobe that

is every clothes lover's dream. The master ensuite is walled by slab marble and a bath with picture perfect views. Every

detail has been meticulously crafted to provide the utmost in luxury living. Whether you want to sip sunset cocktails or

start your day with a coffee in hand there is a place in this home that promises the perfect backdrop. When the family

comes for dinner, a dining terrace with a pizza oven offers a relaxed space to gather. Complete with a rock wall, olive trees

and a firepit, this space has a cool Mediterranean feel that will evoke a sense of fun.A home of this calibre would not be

complete without an impressive list of extra features. Discover C-Bus automation, air-conditioning, a ducted vacuum,

gated security entrance and a property-wide WiFi security system with back to base smoke detectors for added peace of

mind. A 60 KVA Genelite generator that automatically starts provides power backup. Bang & Olufsen audio visual is wired

throughout this unique home. With its blend of luxury, comfort, and functionality, this property offers a truly unparalleled

living experience.Throughout the 16-acre (approx.) property, you are treated to sensational gardens, sublime views and a

helipad for the ultimate luxurious lifestyle. Garaging onsite can comfortably accommodate 15 vehicles and even includes

a washing bay to ensure your collection shines.This dream home is nestled within a leafy enclave of Cooroy just 20

minutes from all Noosa has to offer. The charm and character of Cooroy is less than 10 minutes away and you are also

close to a host of services including medical centres, supermarkets, schools and transport.


